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Abstract. We present the capabilities of the scripting language Open PROMOL and its processor. The intention of the language is to pre-program specifications for modifying programs written in a target language. We use its processor either as a tool for developing the stand-alone reusable components or as a “component-from-the-shelf” in generative tools for generating domain specific programs. The processor itself uses the module (lexical analyser and parser) produced by Lex & Yacc as a reusable component. We describe the generation, computation, control, parameterization and gluing capabilities of the language. We compare our approach with the similar approaches known in the literature.
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1. Introduction

The very nature of any program requires the predefined changes, modifications or transformations. A program can be or have to be modified in two different ways: at its running time phase or at its construction phase. We consider the program modification at its construction phase.

A very important reason why we need to modify a program is the need to increase its reusability adapting the program to the different contexts of its use. Program reuse or more generally, software reuse, is widely believed to be a key in achieving higher productivity, better quality and reliability. Software reuse rely on the use of well-established reusable components and composition of a software system from those components.

The composition process, as well, can be implemented in the tools that generate a software system. Software system generators are the foremost achievements in software reuse. Both, the stand-alone reusable components and the software system generators, require sophisticated modifications and adaptations of the components read from the reuse libraries.

The generally accepted way to produce a reusable component is to apply some abstraction and generalisation at the component construction phase. We argue in this paper that the component generalisation can be achieved at its construction phase through the
pre-programmed modifications and adaptations of its instance given in the target language.

The natural way to express modifications is to write a specific external program, other (higher) than a target program that we need to modify. But this external program can’t be dealt with separately from the given instance to be modified. To support the implementation of this concept, we need to have a specific language (sometimes referred to as scripting, glue, system integration or composition language (Ousterhout, 1998)) for specifying the target program modifications. Both languages, the scripting language and the target language, are complementary.

In this paper we suggest the scripting language called Open PROMOL (PROgram MODification Language) and its processor for the development of stand-alone reusable components described in any domain-specific language, as well as for incorporating it into domain-specific program generators.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we analyse the related works. In Section 3 we deliver the main concept and basic features of the language with the illustrative examples to demonstrate its modification capabilities. In Section 4 we present the Open PROMOL processor. In Section 5 we present the extended examples to demonstrate gluing capabilities for building of monolithic components (internal gluing), as well as structural composition of independent separate components (external gluing). In Section 6 a reader can find the description of preliminary experiments executed in different domains and carried out with the Open PROMOL Processor. In Section 7 we evaluate the achieved results. Finally, in Section 8 we formulate concluding remarks and problems for further consideration.

2. Analysis of the Related Works

In recent years the component-based software engineering attracted much attention from researchers (Sametinger, 1997; Kozaczynski et al., 1998; Brown et al., 1998; Broy et al., 1998; Bassett, 1999) as a separate direction in software reuse, as well as a generative approach (Batory et al., 1994; 1995; 1997; 1998; Terry, 1997; Czarnecki et al., 1999).

Many different viewpoints exist of what software reuse is (Bassett, 1997; Jacobson et al., 1997; Sametinger, 1997). Cooper, for example, defines software reuse as “the capability of a previously developed software component to be used again, in part or in its entirety, with or without modifications” (Sametinger, 1997).

Many different approaches have been proposed and analysed in the various contexts for the program modification. In (Pfleeger, 1998), for example, the nature of the software system changes are dealt with in the context of its life cycle. A modification based on formal calculus has been introduced in (Mili et al., 1997). Bassett distinguishes very clearly the program modifications at its construction phase from the run time modifications (Bassett, 1997). He has suggested the adaptive reuse concept based on the model that composes a module from the hierarchically adapted frame-components using external commands. These commands control parameters for the modification of an external text.
Papers (Batory et al., 1994; 1995) describe another model, called P++, that can be treated as a C++ extension for component generalisation with the intention to modify it at the application generation. Other author suggests the pre-processing commands to extend C++ in order to enhance the modification capabilities of the language (Arney, 1998). Authors (Štuikys, 1998; Štuikys et al., 1998) apply the external function concept for describing modification of a target program in VHDL.

The papers (Ousterhout, 1993; 1998) drew attention to TCL (Tool Command Language). The author categorises that language as a scripting language for composing components. He defines the roles of the scripting language and the target language with which program is to be modified. A target language serves for the development of components. A scripting language serves for gluing components into system (Schneider, et al., 1999).

More specifically, the target language might be a domain specific language (DSL). Such languages have a long history of own evolution that starts from the manufacturing applications (Rembold et al., 1986). In recent publications (Batory et al., 1998; Hudak, 1998) authors analyse DSL as tools for the development of reusable components. The increased attention to DSL can be explained by two reasons. The first reason is that reuse is much easier to implement for the narrow well-defined domain. The second reason is the less cost at the latest life cycle phase of a software system implemented with DSL (Hudak, 1998).

We use VHDL (Chang, 1997; IEEE Std. 1076, 1996) as a target language for the case study. Our research interests combine both the generative and component-based reuse for the domain-specific applications including VHDL application domains. VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) Hardware Description Language) is excellent for the reuse demonstration. The language supports gluing capabilities (a configuration, composition of components, processes, packages and libraries). This allows us better evaluate the gluing capabilities of the PROMOL which is the target language-independent.

3. The Basic Characteristics of the Open PROMOL

Open PROMOL is a representative of the scripting languages (ScL). Its main intention is to specify program modifications of a target language (TL). The PROMOL syntax is based on external functions formally described in (Štuikys, 1998). After half-a-year experiments with the processor (Štuikys et al., 1998), we have made serious improvements in the previous work. Those include the new functions, more powerful computation capabilities, revised interface, etc. But the main concept of the language has been preserved because external functions allow to perform a composition for modifications in a simple and natural way. They always return strings of the TL that are to be composed in some pre-programmed way. The list of the function names is: \texttt{sub}, \texttt{b2d}, \texttt{d2b}, \texttt{base}, \texttt{move}, \texttt{include}, \texttt{change}, \texttt{if}, \texttt{gen}, \texttt{for}, \texttt{case}, \texttt{macro}, \texttt{prompt}. The underlined functions are the newly introduced ones. The list is still open for extensions (that explains why we use the
word open before PROMOL). The scripting program is a particular composition of the functions. A function has the format as follows:

@function_name[argument1, argument2, ..., argumentn]; here \( n > 0 \).

Note that the symbol @ means the beginning of the function and the square brackets “[ ]” enclose the argument list of the function. An argument in the list may be either a constant, variable (parameter), expression or function. A constant may be either a numeric literal of the language or string literal written in a target language (for example, in VHDL). The constant length in this case may vary from one symbol to the largest fragment. The latter can be a syntactically complete or incomplete. Furthermore, a function is allowed to be incorporated inside of the string literal.

The language has only two types: string and enumerated. Because they can be recognized from the context, there are no attributes for the explicit declaration of the type. So, the language may be regarded as a typeless language (Ousterhout, 1998), this is a feature of the ScL. A value of the string type may be interpreted as a number or text; the decimal and binary numbers can be recognized from the context, too.

We analyse the capabilities of external functions to perform modifications below. These capabilities are: generative, parameterization, internal gluing, computation and control. In Section 5, we will present more advanced capabilities, such as the external gluing.

3.1. Generative Capabilities

The language contains a specific function, the gen (generate) function, that allows to generate “look-alike” strings in a TL. The formal definition of the function is:

@gen [< arg1 >, {< arg2 >}, {< arg3 >}, < arg4 >]
< arg1 >::= < decimal_constant > | < variable > | < expression >
< arg2 >::= < string_of_tl > | < promol_function > |
< arg3 >::= < string_of_tl > | < arg2 >| < promol_function > |
< arg4 >::= < decimal_constant > | < variable > | < expression >

The arguments have the following meaning:
- the first argument specifies the number of substrings to be generated;
- the second argument is a “separator” for separating the adjacent substrings;
- the third argument can be considered as an “initial symbol”;
- the fourth argument is an “initial extension” for the “initial symbol”.

The scripting program is a particular composition of the functions. A function has the format as follows:
Let us consider the following strings that might be fragments of a particular TL:

\[ X_1, X_2, X_3, X_4, \]  
\[ Y(1) + Y(2) + Y(3), \]  
\[ A_{10} \text{ AND } A_{11} \text{ AND } A_{12} \text{ AND } A_{13} \text{ AND } A_{14}. \]

These strings can be produced by the adequate descriptions in Open PROMOL as follows:

@gen [4, \{ \}; \{X\}, 1].  
@gen[3, \{ \}+], \{Y\}, 1].  
@gen[5, \{\text{AND}\}, \{A\}, 10].

From the first glance there are no advantages in writing these strings in a specific way. The power of that function, however, can be understood if we take into account the following. To produce any string of the type (1)–(3), we need the only `gen` function. For this purpose, we should substitute each `argument-constant` with the `argument-variable` in the `gen` function and use the `sub` function, as illustrated below:

@gen [m, \{@sub[n]\}, \{@sub[p]\}, r].

The parameter values should be selected as indicated: for \( m \) in \{3, 4, 5\}; for \( n \) in \{AND, \}+, OR, \}; for \( p \) in \{X, A, Y(, ZZ\}; and for \( r \) in \{0..10\}. As the string (2) has a little difference from the rest, we should write (note that \( k = 0 \text{ or } 1 \); see example below):

@gen[m, \{@sub[n]\}, \{@sub[p]\}, r]@if[k = 1, \{\}].

The given fragment of the ScL can be called a string generator. Such a generator produces strings of similar structure. The only action should be done before its use: a parameterization in a right way. That means that the syntax of the string can be modified by an external agent (human or program) through parameterization. Each function combined or glued together with the `gen` function can contribute significantly to the generative capabilities of the `gen` function.

### 3.2. Parameterization Capabilities

A function has a list of arguments. An argument may be either the ScL parameter or the TL parameter. The pair of braces “\{ \}” allows to distinguish those parameters types: they always enclose a TL parameter. The ScL parameter may be given as `constant`, `variable`, `expression` or even as a `function of the ScL`. Note that from the standpoint of the ScL concept any TL parameter can’t be changed directly. However, a function can bring a particular value of the TL as illustrated by (4). A parameter must have a value to be assigned. For achieving this, we need to add `interface` to the previous example as follows:
\$ 
"Enter the length of the string" \( \{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8\} \) \( m := 5 \);
"Enter the 'separator symbol' for the string" \( \{\ AND\,,\ OR\,,\+\} \) \( n := \text{AND} \);
"Enter the 'initial symbol' for the string" \( \{X, A, Y, ZZ\} \) \( p := A \);
"Enter initial value for the initial symbol extension" \( \{0..10\} \) \( r := 10 \);
"Do you need the symbol ')' at the end of the string? (yes = 1, no = 0)" \( \{0, 1\} \) \( k := 0 \);
\$
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Fig. 2a. Basic structures of structural programming.

Fig. 2b. Analogy of PROMOL functions and structures of structural programming.
3.4. Computation and Control Capabilities

We use functions to develop the target program specifications in the structured programming style. This means that we allow for each function having an argument `<string_of_tl>` an insertion of a function inside that argument. The nested functions significantly extend the computation power and allow to modify the fragments of TL flexibly. In Fig. 2a and 2b we illustrate our functions by analogy with the structural programming structures. A computation power depends mainly upon the capabilities of the expressions used in the argument list and the nesting depth of the functions.

We use only one arithmetic type, integer type, to describe the parameters and allow the following operations with that type: +, -, *, /, % (remainder), and ^ (power). Another type we use is the string type. Only the assignment operation is allowed for that type (function `move`). As both types can be easily distinguished from the context, we do not use any attributes to denote those types.

4. The Open PROMOL Processor

The processor is a tool (actually a translator) that supports the use of the scripting language. It has been created using the reuse principles: 1) the processor’s main module was produced by Lex & Yacc (Manson et al., 1990); 2) its output was incorporated into the system as a “component-from-the-shelf” (see Fig. 3).

It should be stated that about 50% of the total amount of the processor’s code has been created automatically (using “black-box” principle). The rest 50% part has been created

![Diagram of the processor's development process](image-url)
interactively. However, those parts are not equivalent with respect to their complexity. The first part is much more complicated (for the given list of functions (see above, Section 3). The current version contains 358 grammar rules, 572 Finite Machine States, 1076 transitions, 1827 token actions). Furthermore, it is much more reliable than the previous processor due to the high quality of Lex & Yacc.

5. An Extended Example: the Internal and External Gluing Capabilities

To illustrate the “gluing” capabilities of the PROMOL functions for modifying a target program, we present two examples. Firstly, we explain the internal gluing. Let be given the VHDL component (instance) that describes the two-input and-gate functionality (Fig. 4).

![Fig. 4. Initial instance in VHDL to be modified.](image)

```vhdl
ENTITY GATE IS
  PORT ( X1, X2 : IN BIT;
         Y : OUT BIT );
END GATE;

ARCHITECTURE BEHAVE_GATE OF GATE IS
BEGIN
  Y <= X1 AND X2;
END BEHAVE_GATE;
```

We need to modify the initial VHDL description according to the prescribed user’s requirements that follow below in the gradually increasing order of their complexity.

1. A user needs to have a component with any number of inputs varying from 2 to 8.
2. Additionally to the requirement 1, any functionality must be specified from the list \{ AND, OR, XOR, NOR, NAND, XNOR \}.
3. Additionally to the requirement 2, an extension to the name ‘X’ must vary from 0 to 10.
4. Additionally to the requirement 3, a user needs to have some flexibility in expressing the input-output delay in the given model. It should be described either explicitly with the generic constant from the list \{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 \}, or implicitly without that constant (delta delay).

To receive the specification in PROMOL, a designer should perform the following actions:

A. To map the informal requirements into the abstract interface specification (see Štuikys et al., 1998) written with the prescribed rules.
B. To specify each needed modification with the appropriate Open PROMOL function.
C. To insert (glue) the introduced functions into the given VHDL model in a “right” manner.
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Fig. 5. A specification for implementing the requirement 1.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ENTITY GATE IS} \\
\text{PORT ( @gen[ num,\{,\},\{ X\},1] : IN BIT; \} Y : OUT BIT );} \\
\text{END GATE;}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ARCHITECTURE BEHAVE_GATE OF GATE IS} \\
\text{BEGIN} \\
\text{Y <= @gen[ num, \{ AND \},\{ X\},1];} \\
\text{END BEHAVE_GATE;}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 6. A specification for implementing the requirements 1–4.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ENTITY GATE @sub[ f ] IS} \\
\text{\%if use, \{GENERIC ( T : TIME := @sub[ delay] NS );\}} \\
\text{\% PORT ( @gen[ num,\{,\},\{ X\},init] : IN BIT; \} Y : OUT BIT );} \\
\text{END GATE @sub[ f ];}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ARCHITECTURE BEHAVE_GATE @sub[ f] OF GATE @sub[ f ] IS} \\
\text{BEGIN} \\
\text{Y <= @gen[ num, \{ @sub[ f ] \},\{ X\},init] \{case[ use+1,\{ \},\{ AFTER T \};\}];} \\
\text{END BEHAVE_GATE @sub[ f ];}
\end{align*}
\]

We illustrate these actions in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively.

The latter example illustrates the use of the so-called "conditional interface", too. To describe the need of generic delay, the parameter \texttt{use} has been introduced. This parameter is a part of the following condition in the next question of the interface (see interface in Fig. 6). This question will be given only if the condition \( \texttt{use =1} \) is true. Another important fact evident from this example is the number of modified instances (2,772) that can be generated from the specification. The processor that produces those instances can be regarded as the VHDL “look-alike” model generator. It allows to do more with less.

With the next example we wish to illustrate the external gluing capabilities. Let us consider the two-stage-gate system described in VHDL (see Fig. 7). The requirements for the modification specification are as follows:

1. We need to have a number of gates at the first stage selected from the list \{2, 4, 8, 16, 24\};
2. A component at this stage must have the same function from \{AND, OR, XOR, NOR, NAND, XNOR\};
3. A component at the second stage may have any functionality from the above mentioned list.

In Fig. 8 we deliver the solution in PROMOL received in the following sequence.
Fig. 7. The initial instance of two-stage-nand-gate in VHDL.

```vhdl
ENTITY GATE IS
    PORT (DATA, CNTR : IN BIT_VECTOR (1 TO 2); OUTF : OUT BIT);
END GATE;

ARCHITECTURE EXAMPLE OF GATE IS

SIGNAL S : BIT_VECTOR (1 TO 2);

COMPONENT GATE_NAND_2
    PORT (X1, X2 : IN BIT; Y : OUT BIT);
END COMPONENT;

BEGIN

L1 : GATE_NAND_2 PORT MAP (DATA(1),CNTR(1),S(1));
L2 : GATE_NAND_2 PORT MAP (DATA(2),CNTR(2),S(2));
L3 : GATE_NAND_2 PORT MAP (S(1),S(2),OUTF);
END EXAMPLE;
```

Fig. 8. External gluing: a) external component; b) gluing capabilities.

```vhdl
$ 0- component : 'this is a comment'
"Enter number of inputs :" (2,4,8,16,24) in=-4;
"Enter the first function :" (AND,OR,XOR,NAND,NOR,XNOR) f=NAND;
$ COMPONENT GATE@sub[f] @sub[in]
    PORT (@gen[in,:],[X],1) : IN BIT; Y : OUT BIT;
END COMPONENT;

$ include(component) 0- to read external component
$ "Enter number of gates at the first stage :" (2,4,8,16,24) in=-4;
"Enter the first stage function :" (AND,OR,XOR,NAND,NOR,XNOR) f1=NAND;
"Enter the second stage function :" (AND,OR,XOR,NAND,NOR,XNOR) f2=NAND;
$
ENTITY SYSTEM IS
    PORT (DATA, CNTR : IN BIT_VECTOR(1 TO @sub[in]));
    OUTF : OUT BIT);
END SYSTEM;

ARCHITECTURE EXAMPLE OF SYSTEM IS

SIGNAL S : BIT_VECTOR (1 TO @sub[in]);

$macro[component, 2], @$sub[f1]$] 0- to insert the component
@if([in=2] and [f1 eq $2]),(),($macro[component,(@sub[in]),(@sub[f2]])])
0- a conditional insertion

BEGIN
    @for(1,i, in,[
        @sub[1] : GATE@sub[f1] @sub[in] PORT MAP (DATA(@sub[1]), CNTR(@sub[1]), S(@sub[1]));
    ]);
    @sub[in+1] : GATE@sub[f2] @sub[in] PORT MAP (@gen[in,:],[S],1), OUTF);
END EXAMPLE;
```
Firstly, we have developed a generalised subcomponent: \textit{component}. Secondly, we have described reading of the \textit{component} with the \textit{include} function. Note that the parameter of the function is the subcomponent name (file name). And finally, we have developed the system for gluing the external subcomponent with \textit{macro} and other functions.

As a result, we can produce 180 different instances from that model using PROMOL processor. We present the generated instance in Fig. 9 (this example corresponds to the description in VHDL of the circuit given in Milne’s book, page 37 (Milne, 1994)).

6. Preliminary Experiments with the Open PROMOL Processor

Preliminary experiments with the processor include 23 tests developed for teaching and testing purposes, VHDL packages for multiplexer, generation of the formal description in BNF of Open PROMOL subsets, data types generation for C++, Pascal and Java. With those experiments we receive an approval that our processor is the target language-independent.
7. Evaluation of the Results: Comparison with Other Approaches

We have compared our results with the cases known from the literature (see Table 1). The different authors use slightly different approaches for achieving the same aim: component generalization. What is new in our approach is that our language is built on the external function concept, and we have suggested specific functions. Another distinction is in the component vision. Components, either the syntactically complete or incomplete structures, are the building “bricks” for composition. The functional capabilities of our approach are similar to those given in the literature. For example, we regenerated the examples described in Bassett’s book (Bassett, 1997) with our functions easily.

Table 1
The comparison of generic (reuse) component development technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supporting Tools</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Basic complexity (command number)</th>
<th>Implementation characteristics of the component</th>
<th>Language independent (Y) or dependent (N)</th>
<th>Application domain for approval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preprocessor</td>
<td>External functions</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Monolithic component</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>VHDL models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open PROMOL Processor</td>
<td>PROMOL functions</td>
<td>13*</td>
<td>Structural component</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>VHDL and other TL models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame commands processor (Bassett)</td>
<td>Frame commands</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>Frame composition</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Commercial systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P++ translator (Batory, et al.)</td>
<td>GenVoca model (P++)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Component’s realm</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Data structures &amp; others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended C++ processor (Arney)</td>
<td>TCL commands</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Reuse component</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Universal (non-specified)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first finding that we received from the preliminary experiments is the processor’s reliability. This has been achieved due to the Lex & Yacc module, the “component-from-the-shelf”. The processor is a system that generates the “look-alike” program models in a given TL from the specification that describes the needed modifications. The processor allows to do more with less. It seems that it is not an easy task to develop the models (to pre-program modifications) using two languages at the same time. We should have in mind that an instance of a target program is always given. This instance must be syntactically and semantically correct. It is easier to introduce changes (if they are well-specified) than to develop the model from scratch. Of course, some experience of working with the Open PROMOL functions is needed.
The second finding is the system openness. This regards to the language and its processor. As syntax of the language is well-defined and simple, it is an easy task to introduce new functions (for implementing new applications more efficiently) and re-program the processor, because we apply reuse methodology.

The third finding is the language capabilities for modifying and gluing pieces of a target language. Each function returns a value that is usually the modified fragment of a target language. As a scripting program is a composition of the functions, gluing takes place in a natural way automatically. Modifying capabilities depend on a parameterization. As a parameter of a function may be a constant, variable, expression, other function and even name of a component, modifications can be performed flexibly.

8. Concluding Remarks

The proposed language is a tool for developing of the generalized components. The language supplies capabilities for composing a target program, too. The external functions of the language allow to perform a composition in a simple and easy way. We are convinced of the independence of the proposed script language from target languages.

The Open PROMOL processor can be considered as a generative tool for generating “look-alike” programs in a target language. It allows to do more with less. The reliability of the processor rely on the use of Lex & Yacc as a tool for developing the processor.

This work and recent works of other authors convinced us that generative approach should be based on the relatively small generic library. Its components should be accessed through processor. This work should be regarded as a case study in this direction.

We formulate the problems for further consideration as follows:
1) Applications for the language and its processor;
2) Various generator models based on the use of Open PROMOL and its processor.
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